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Manjot Daula. Search for Manjot Daula in music, movie, book, TV & more.Alternate history is filled with the rise and fall of great empires, the rise and fall of dynasties, and the rise and fall of political parties, and the history of political parties itself can be traced back to the origins of political
philosophy. Any honest discussion about why a political party vanishes, or survives, or survives spectacularly, or in spectacular fashion, should begin with the party, instead of with the nation or the nation-state. And like most cultural products, the history of the political party is the history of
popular culture, and what's interesting about a historical system is how it takes over and transforms the way you think about things, like political parties. The history of political parties is in many ways the history of the culture in which political parties emerge and thrive and decline, how the

culture recognizes and conceptualizes what political parties are and what they do. Advertisement: The first full history of a political party in the U.S. is Adam Smith's "An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations," in 1776, and one of the most prominent ideas in that book is the
division between the pursuit of freedom, or the pursuit of happiness, or economic gain. Smith, writing before any specific political parties or political ideology took shape, takes the Lockean view of property as being a means to freedom, and that the freedom of the whole community is dependent
on the freedom of the individual. To free the community from the pursuits of the few, the true nature of the pursuit of property should be to pursue the wealth that liberates. But by the time Smith wrote, and in the decades afterward, that philosophy was redefined in a more secular sense, as a
way of pursuing freedom of expression and expression of religious belief, instead of the pursuit of happiness as defined by God. And as that philosophy took shape in the American colonies, the pursuit of liberty became dependent on the right to own land, and this philosophy then led directly to

the formulation of the idea of government in the name of the people, and eventually to a list of rights. A century later, when Smith's ideas were turning into a political philosophy in the American colonies, the first full political party in the United States was the Democratic-Republican Party. And like
the philosophical foundations of the Democratic-Republican Party, the goal of the party was not happiness, but the
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